METHOD FOR IMPROVED COMMUNICATION BETWEEN A SOFTWARE CLIENT APPLICATION - BEING LOADED TO OR INSTALLED ON A CLIENT COMPUTING DEVICE - AND AN APPLICATION NETWORK BACKEND, TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK, CLIENT COMPUTING DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR IMPROVED COMMUNICATION BETWEEN A SOFTWARE CLIENT APPLICATION AND AN APPLICATION NETWORK BACKEND, PROGRAM AND COMPUTER-READABLE MEDIUM

The invention relates to a method for improved communication between a software client application - being loaded to or installed on a client computing device - and an application network backend, using a telecommunications network, wherein the client computing device receives a plurality of communication messages (400, 401) using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network and wherein the software client application and the client computing device are configured such that specific communication messages, being sent by the application network backend to the client computing device, are selectively provided to the software client application or selectively handled by the software client application, wherein the method comprises the following steps:

-- in a first step, a reachability identifier information is defined or generated,
-- in a second step, subsequent to the first step, a specific communication message, transmitted by the telecommunications network according to the established or common messaging service and initiated by the application network backend, is received by the client computing device, the specific communication message comprising the reachability identifier information,
-- in a third step, subsequent to the second step, the reachability identifier information of the specific communication message is detected and the specific communication message selectively provided to the software client application or selectively handled by the software client application.
[0001] The present invention relates to a method for improved communication between a software client application - being loaded to or installed on a client computing device - and an application network backend, using a telecommunications network, wherein the client computing device receives a plurality of communication messages using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network.

[0002] Furthermore, the present invention relates to a telecommunications network for improved communication between a software client application - being loaded to or installed on a client computing device - and an application network backend, using both the telecommunications network, wherein the client computing device receives a plurality of communication messages using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network.

[0003] Additionally, the present invention relates to a client computing device for improved communication between a software client application - being loaded to or installed on the client computing device - and an application network backend, using a telecommunications network, wherein the client computing device receives a plurality of communication messages using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network.

[0004] Additionally, the present invention relates to a system for improved communication between a software client application - being loaded to or installed on a client computing device - and an application network backend, using a telecommunications network, the system comprising the telecommunications network, the application network backend, and the client computing device with the software client application, wherein the client computing device receives a plurality of communication messages using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network.

[0005] Furthermore, the present invention relates to a program and to a computer-readable medium for improved communication between a software client application and an application network backend.

[0006] The present invention generally relates to a software client application being loaded to or installed on a client computing device that receives information or data or messages from an application network backend, using the telecommunications network, the client computing device (or user equipment) is or can be attached or connected to.

[0007] Today many businesses and services offer applications (or software client applications) that can be loaded to or installed in (or on) client computing devices such as smartphones, tablets and other devices. The applications (or software client applications) can communicate with the respective backends (or application network backend) by using the existing messaging services which offer Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), e.g. the Android operating system offers an API for Short Message Service (SMS). However, the backend (or application network backend) is typically not able to send messages directly to the application; it can send messages, but they are typically received in the regular inbox, not specifically in the application (or software client application), e.g. an airline can send a boarding card in email or in SMS.

SUMMARY

[0008] An object of the present invention is to provide an effective and simple solution to realize an improved communication between a software client application - being loaded to or installed on a client computing device - and an application network backend, using a telecommunications network.

[0009] The object of the present invention is achieved by a method for improved communication between a software client application - being loaded to or installed on a client computing device - and an application network backend, using a telecommunications network, wherein the client computing device receives a plurality of communication messages using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network and wherein the software client application and the client computing device are configured such that specific communication messages, being sent by the application network backend to the client computing device, are selectively provided to the software client application or selectively handled by the software client application,

wherein the method comprises the following steps:

-- in a first step, a reachability identifier information is defined or generated,
-- in a second step, subsequent to the first step, a specific communication message, transmitted by the telecommunications network according to the established or common messaging service and initiated by the application network backend, is received by the client computing device, the specific communication message comprising the reachability identifier information,
-- in a third step, subsequent to the second step, the reachability identifier information of the specific communication message is detected and the specific communication message selectively provided to the software client application.
or selectively handled by the software client application.

[0010] It is thereby advantageously possible according to the present invention to provide for a direct but asynchronous communication between the application network backend and the software client application on the client computing device.

[0011] According to conventionally known messaging, any service can typically implement a direct connection between the service application and the service backend using APIs for data connection, which typically are available in the operating systems of the client computing device. However, every application needs to implement its own messaging system and it is dependent on the availability of the data connectivity. Also, to allow the service backend to send asynchronous messages towards the application, the connection either needs to be open all the time or it needs to be regularly polled, which would likely drain the device battery. According to the present invention, an easy framework is provided for such services to use by means of implementing direct messaging between the respective application network backend, and the corresponding applications.

[0012] According to the present invention, the messages - between the application network backend and the software client application on the client computing device - by means of which this direct but asynchronous communication is realized are essentially messages according to (or using) an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network, such as, e.g., SMS, MMS, email or other common messaging services. Typically, the client computing device receives a plurality of such communication messages (using this established or common messaging service), i.e. the messages (according to this established or common messaging service) sent from the application network backend to the software client application on the client computing device are only a subset of all such communication messages using the established or common messaging service in question. The communication messages of this subset of all such communication messages are hereinafter also called specific communication messages.

[0013] According to the present invention, these specific communication messages (i.e. being sent by the application network backend to the client computing device) are selectively provided to the software client application or selectively handled by the software client application. According to the present invention, a reachability identifier information is to be defined or generated (in order to be able to identify (or differentiate) the specific communication messages from the residual communication messages according to the established or common messaging services (in question). This reachability identifier information needs, of course, to be known to a messaging handling part (or software module) of the client computing device, such that, upon receipt (by the client computing device) of such a specific communication message (transmitted by the telecommunications network according to the established or common messaging service and initiated by the application network backend, the specific communication message comprising, of course, the reachability identifier information), the specific communication message can be selectively provided to the software client application (e.g. by an operation system or general messaging handling component of the client computing device) or selectively handled by the software client application upon detection of the reachability identifier information (of the specific communication message).

[0014] Hence, according to the present invention, it is advantageously possible that (software client) applications receive (specific communication) messages directly in the (software client) application. According to one alternative embodiment according to the present invention, a reachability identification manager is used, which is typically installed on or in the device (i.e. the client computing device) or is part of the operating system of the device. According to this considered embodiment according to the present invention, it is possible that each software client application registers its (specific or different) reachability identifier towards the reachability identification manager. The service backend (i.e. the application network backend) knows, of course, the reachability identifier (or reachability identifier information) of its service application (or software client application) and it adds the reachability identifier information into the message it sends to the client computing device (and, hence, to its corresponding software client application). According to this considered embodiment according to the present invention, the reachability identification manager receives all messages, and it delivers them to the respective (software client) applications according to the reachability identifiers (or reachability identifier information); in other words, a message is sent to the correct device as usually, based on the addressing of the underlying messaging service (i.e. for example via the MSISDN/phone number for SMS), and furthermore, the message is delivered to the correct application according to the reachability identifier (information). Apart from the reachability identifier (information), the residual message content (and how the (software client) application handles this content, is up to the service to define. Hence, according to the present invention, services (application network backends providing services in connection with corresponding software client applications) are provided with an asynchronous way to communicate with their applications.

[0015] According to the present invention, it is preferred that the client computing device comprises a reachability identification manager, wherein the reachability identification manager reads the plurality of communication messages received by the client computing device, and furthermore detects the reachability identifier information of the specific communication message and provides the specific communication message selectively to the software client application.
Furthermore according to the present invention, it is preferred that, prior to the second step, the software client application registers the reachability identifier information with the reachability identification manager.

By means of using a reachability identification manager and/or by means of registering the reachability identifier information with the reachability identification manager, it is advantageously possible according to the present invention that, by means of using the reachability identification manager within the client computing device, the reachability identifier information of or within a specific communication message is detected and the specific communication message in question be sent or delivered or provided to the correct software client application within the client computing device.

In order to prevent a situation where different services (or different combinations of application network backends and corresponding software client applications) accidently choose the same reachability identifier information (with the possibility of causing confusion if the corresponding software client applications are installed on the client computing device (typically a phone)), a reachability identification backend, which assigns the reachability identifier to the application and against which the reachability identification manager can verify the used reachability identifier is provided according to the present invention. Hence, it is preferred according to the present invention that, besides the software client application on the client computing device and the application network backend, the telecommunications network comprises or is able to access a reachability identification backend entity, wherein prior to or during the first step, the reachability identifier information is generated or defined by the reachability identification backend entity.

By means of using a reachability identification backend, it is advantageously possible to avoid such situations of using the same reachability identifier information, and hence to avoid such situations of confusion even though a plurality of software client applications are installed on the client computing device.

Furthermore according to the present invention, it is preferred that - prior to the second step and as part of the registration of the reachability identifier information with the reachability identification manager - the validity of the reachability identifier information is verified by the reachability identification manager, and - in case of this verification being successfully performed - confirmed to the software client application, the verification being especially performed by the reachability identification manager by an exchange of messages with the reachability identification backend entity, especially a verification request message towards the reachability identification backend entity and a verification confirmation message from the reachability identification backend entity.

Thereby, it is advantageously possible to verify the reachability identifier information (provided by the software client application to the reachability identification manager) by the reachability identification backend entity.

According to a further preferred embodiment of the present invention, the reachability identifier information

-- identifies the software client application and/or the application network backend, or
-- corresponds to both a backend address, especially referring to the application network backend, and information identifying the software client application and/or the application network backend, or
-- corresponds at least to information identifying the client computing device and at least one out of the software client application and the application network backend, wherein the reachability identifier information either comprises the mentioned items in encrypted form or corresponds to the mentioned items in unencrypted form.

Thereby, it is advantageously possible to use the reachability identifier information comparatively easily and in a flexible manner.

According to the present invention it is furthermore preferred that

-- the specific communication message comprises the reachability identifier information as part of its content, and wherein especially the established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network - used to transmit the specific communication message - corresponds to the short message service (SMS) or to the IP multimedia subsystem based SMS, or wherein
-- the reachability identifier information is a property of the specific communication message, especially part of the header or part of an element of the header of the specific communication message, wherein especially the established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network - used to transmit the specific communication message - corresponds to the short message service (SMS).

Hence according to the present invention, there are basically two main options to include the reachability identifier information into a specific communication message: Either the reachability identifier information is made a part of the content of the message (i.e. the payload of the message), or the reachability identifier information is made part of a specific communication message by means of the reachability identifier information being transmitted as part of a property of the specific communication message. Of course, it is also possible according to the present invention to use both methods, i.e. define a property of the specific communication message that indicates either the complete reachability identifier information or part of it, and nevertheless include part of the reachability identifier information as a part of the content of the specific communication message. According to the present invention, in case the specific communication
message comprises the reachability identifier information as part of its content, the short message service (SMS) or to the IP multimedia subsystem based SMS can be (or is to be) used as the established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network (i.e. the one established or common messaging service used to transmit the specific communication message). According to the present invention, in case the reachability identifier information is a property of the specific communication message, the short message service (SMS) is preferably be (or is to be) used as the established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network.

Hence, according to the present invention, a message (i.e. a specific communication message) is sent to the correct device as usually (according to the established or common messaging service used to transmit the specific communication message within the telecommunications network), based on the addressing of the underlying messaging service (i.e. for example the MSISDN/phone number for SMS), and furthermore, the specific communication message is delivered to the correct application according to the reachability identifier (information) that is included in the message content (i.e. in the payload of the message) - especially and preferably in case of using standard short message service (SMS) or in case of using IP multimedia subsystem SMS-, or the reachability identifier information is transmitted as a property of the specific communication message - especially and preferably in case of using standard short message service (SMS).

Furthermore, the present invention relates to a telecommunications network for improved communication between a software client application - being loaded to or installed on a client computing device - and an application network backend, using both the telecommunications network, wherein the client computing device receives a plurality of communication messages using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network and wherein the software client application and the client computing device are configured such that specific communication messages, being sent by the application network backend to the client computing device, are selectively provided to the software client application or selectively handled by the software client application, wherein the telecommunications network is configured such that:

-- a reachability identifier information is defined or generated,
-- a specific communication message, transmitted by the telecommunications network according to the established or common messaging service and initiated by the application network backend, is received by the client computing device, the specific communication message comprising the reachability identifier information,
-- the reachability identifier information of the specific communication message is detected and the specific communication message selectively provided to the software client application or selectively handled by the software client application.

Thereby, it is advantageously possible to provide a telecommunications network such that it is possible to provide for a direct but asynchronous communication between the application network backend and the software client application on the client computing device.

Furthermore, the present invention relates to a client computing device for improved communication between a software client application - being loaded to or installed on the client computing device - and an application network backend, using a telecommunications network, wherein the client computing device receives a plurality of communication messages using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network and wherein the software client application and the client computing device are configured such that specific communication messages, being sent by the application network backend to the client computing device, are selectively provided to the software client application or selectively handled by the software client application, wherein the client computing device is configured such that:

-- a reachability identifier information is defined or generated,
-- a specific communication message, transmitted by the telecommunications network according to the established or common messaging service and initiated by the application network backend, is received by the client computing device, the specific communication message comprising the reachability identifier information,
-- the reachability identifier information of the specific communication message is detected and the specific communication message selectively provided to the software client application or selectively handled by the software client application.

Thereby, it is advantageously possible to provide a client computing device such that it is possible to provide for a direct but asynchronous communication between the application network backend and the software client application on the client computing device.

Furthermore, the present invention relates to a system for improved communication between a software client
application - being loaded to or installed on a client computing device - and an application network backend, using a telecommunications network, the system comprising the telecommunications network, the application network backend, and the client computing device with the software client application, wherein the client computing device receives a plurality of communication messages using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network and wherein the software client application and the client computing device are configured such that specific communication messages, being sent by the application network backend to the client computing device, are selectively provided to the software client application or selectively handled by the software client application, wherein the system is configured such that:

-- a reachability identifier information is defined or generated,
-- a specific communication message, transmitted by the telecommunications network according to the established or common messaging service and initiated by the application network backend, is received by the client computing device, the specific communication message comprising the reachability identifier information,
-- the reachability identifier information of the specific communication message is detected and the specific communication message selectively provided to the software client application or selectively handled by the software client application.

[0031] Thereby, it is advantageously possible to provide a system such that it is possible to provide for a direct but asynchronous communication between the application network backend and the software client application on the client computing device.

[0032] Additionally, the present invention relates to a computer-readable medium and to a program comprising a computer readable program code which, when executed on a computer or on a client computing device or on a network node of a telecommunications network or on a reachability identification backend entity, or in part on the client computing device and/or in part on the network node of the telecommunications network and/or in part on the reachability identification backend entity, causes the computer or the client computing device or the network node of the telecommunications network or the reachability identification backend entity to perform the inventive method.

[0033] These and other characteristics, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, which illustrate, by way of example, the principles of the invention. The description is given for the sake of example only, without limiting the scope of the invention. The reference figures quoted below refer to the attached drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0034] Figure 1 schematically illustrates a system, a telecommunications network, and a client computing device, the client computing device comprising a software client application, according to the present invention.

Figure 2 schematically illustrates a system, a telecommunications network, and a client computing device, the client computing device comprising a software client application, and the telecommunications network comprising a reachability identification backend entity, according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0035] The present invention will be described with respect to particular embodiments and with reference to certain drawings but the invention is not limited thereto but only by the claims. The drawings described are only schematic and are nonlimiting. In the drawings, the size of some of the elements may be exaggerated and not drawn on scale for illustrative purposes.

[0036] Where an indefinite or definite article is used when referring to a singular noun, e.g. "a", "an", "the", this includes a plural of that noun unless something else is specifically stated.

[0037] Furthermore, the terms first, second, third and the like in the description and in the claims are used for distinguishing between similar elements and not necessarily for describing a sequential or chronological order. It is to be understood that the terms so used are interchangeable under appropriate circumstances and that the embodiments of the invention described herein are capable of operation in other sequences than described or illustrated herein.

[0038] In Figure 1, a communication network 100 (or telecommunications network 100), and client computing device 20 is schematically shown. The telecommunications network 100 comprises an application network backend 250. The client computing device 20 - typically a phone or a smart phone or a tablet device or a mobile computing device or
According to the present invention, the client computing device 20 receives a plurality of communication messages 400, 401 using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network 100. The software client application 25 and the client computing device 20 are configured such that specific communication messages 401, being sent by the application network backend 250 to the client computing device 20, are selectively provided to the software client application 25 or selectively handled by the software client application 25. A prerequisite according to the present invention is that a reachability identifier information 251 is defined or generated (especially by the application network backend 250).

In case that a specific communication message 401, transmitted by the telecommunications network 100 according to the established or common messaging service and initiated by the application network backend 250, is received by the client computing device 20, the specific communication message 401 - comprising the reachability information 251 - is able to be handled differently from other communication messages 400 (that do not comprise the reachability identifier information). This is done by means of detecting the reachability identifier information 251 of the specific communication message 401 and selectively providing the specific communication message 401 to the software client application 25 or selectively handling the specific communication message 401 by the software client application 25.

Typically, the reachability identification manager 21 is a software component that can be downloaded, pre-installed or integrated in a smartphone, tablet or other device. The service application (or software client application 25) belongs to a service, that has decided on a certain tag information, or reachability identifier information 251. The service application (i.e. the software client application 25) registers its reachability identifier information 251 towards the reachability identification manager 21 using an application programming interface (API) it offers (processing step 1, represented by reference sign “1” in Figure 1). This registration is typically a device internal interaction, that does not require internet connectivity or messaging service. There can be one reachability manager 21 in a device (or client computing device 20) which is able to serve all the applications (software client applications 25) that make use of the reachability identifier (one software client application 25 can, however, register several pieces of reachability identifier information 251 towards the reachability identification manager 21); however, it is also possible according to the present invention that a plurality of reachability manager functionalities are present in the client computing device 20. When the service backend (i.e. the application network backend 250) needs to send a message towards the service application (i.e. to the software client application 25 in the considered client computing device 20), it includes the reachability identifier information 251 in the message and sends it to the client computing device 20 using the addressing of the messaging system, e.g. MSISDN/phone number for SMS (processing step 2, represented by reference sign “2” in Figure 1). The reachability identification manager 21 in the client computing device 20 receives all messages arriving to the user (processing step 3, represented by reference sign “3” in Figure 1) and compares the reachability identifier information 251 of an incoming message to the ones registered by the software client applications 25 and delivers the specific message to the correct application (processing step 4, represented by reference sign “4” in Figure 1), again using the API. When the service application (software client application 25) is closed or uninstalled, the reachability identifier manager 21 unregisters the reachability identifier information 251 and after this the messages potentially received with this reachability identifier information 251 could be either deleted or sent to the usual messaging inbox.

In Figure 1, an alternative variant of the present invention is schematically shown where the reachability identification manager 21 (or a reachability identification manager functionality) is distinct or separated from the software client application 25. Especially, the software client application 25 is not involved in handling communication messages 400, 401 received by the client computing device 20 and handled by the messaging handling module 22 and the reachability identification manager 21 (or the reachability identification manager functionality). Hence, the specific communication messages 401 (being sent by the application network backend 250 to the client computing device 20) are selectively provided to the software client application 25, and the specific communication message 401 is selectively provided to the software client application 25.

According to a further alternative variant of the present invention (not depicted in Figure 1), the reachability identification manager 21 or reachability identification manager functionality is integrated in or linked to the software client application 25 such that the specific communication messages 401, being sent by the application network backend 250 to the client computing device 20, are selectively handled by the (reachability identification manager functionality of the) software client application 25, and such that the specific communication message 401 is selectively handled by the (reachability identification manager functionality of the) software client application 25.

In Figure 2, a still further variant of the present invention is schematically shown: Figure 2 represents a system, a telecommunications network 100, and a client computing device 20, the client computing device 20 comprising a software client application 25, and the telecommunications network 100 comprising a reachability identification backend entity 450. Of course, the telecommunications network 100 also comprises the application network backend 250 (or at least a functionality of an application network backend 250), however, the application network backend 250 is not
represented in Figure 2. Also in the variant represented in Figure 2, the client computing device 20 - again typically a phone or a smart phone or a tablet device or a mobile computing device or another computing device - comprises, besides the messaging handling module 22, the software client application 25 as well as the reachability identification manager 21. Again, the client computing device 20 receives a plurality of communication messages 400, 401 using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network 100. The software client application 25 and the client computing device 20 are configured such that specific communication messages 401, being sent by the application network backend 250 to the client computing device 20, are selectively provided to the software client application 25 or selectively handled by the software client application 25. Again, it is a prerequisite that the reachability identifier information 251 is defined or generated. However and in contrast to the variant of the invention shown in Figure 1, in order to prevent a situation where one and the same reachability identifier information 251 is assigned to different services (or different combinations of application network backends and corresponding software client applications), the reachability identification backend entity 450 assigns the reachability identifier information 251 to the service (or to the software client application 25 or selectively handled by the software client application 25) or to the combination of the application network backend 250 and the software client application 25. This assignment can happen via different ways, such as, a web portal, a customer service, a specific protocol.

According to a still further variant of the present invention, especially the variant shown in Figure 2, it is preferred that - prior to the second step and as part of the registration of the reachability identifier information 251 with the reachability identification manager 21 - the validity of the reachability identifier information 251 is verified by the reachability identification manager 21, and - in case of this verification being successfully performed - confirmed to the software client application 25, the verification being especially performed by the reachability identification manager 21 by means of an exchange of messages with the reachability identification backend entity 450, especially a verification request message towards the reachability identification backend entity 450 and a verification confirmation message from the reachability identification backend entity 450.

According to a still further variant of the present invention, especially the variant shown in Figure 2, it is preferred that - prior to the second step and as part of the registration of the reachability identifier information 251 with the reachability identification manager 21 - the validity of the reachability identifier information 251 is verified by the reachability identification manager 21, and - in case of this verification being successfully performed - confirmed to the software client application 25, the verification being especially performed by the reachability identification manager 21 by means of an exchange of messages with the reachability identification backend entity 450, especially a verification request message towards the reachability identification backend entity 450 and a verification confirmation message from the reachability identification backend entity 450.

According to a still further variant of the present invention, especially the variant shown in Figure 2, it is preferred that - prior to the second step and as part of the registration of the reachability identifier information 251 with the reachability identification manager 21 - the validity of the reachability identifier information 251 is verified by the reachability identification manager 21, and - in case of this verification being successfully performed - confirmed to the software client application 25, the verification being especially performed by the reachability identification manager 21 by means of an exchange of messages with the reachability identification backend entity 450, especially a verification request message towards the reachability identification backend entity 450 and a verification confirmation message from the reachability identification backend entity 450.

As a very first step (processing step 0, not represented by a reference sign in Figure 2), the reachability identification backend entity 450 assigns the reachability identifier information 251 to the service (or to the software client application 25 or to the combination of the application network backend 250 and the software client application 25). This assignment can happen via different ways, such as, a web portal, a customer service, a specific protocol.

When the software client application 25 within the client computing device 20 registers its reachability identifier information 251 (i.e. an instance or a piece of reachability identifier information 251 transmitted to the client computing device 20, especially together with the software instructions of the software client application 25, downloaded to the client computing device 20) towards the reachability identification manager 21 (processing step 1a, represented by reference sign "1a" in Figure 2), the reachability identification manager 21 contacts the reachability identification backend 450 to verify whether the reachability identifier information 251 used (processing step 1b, represented by reference sign "1b" in Figure 2) corresponds to a reachability identifier information 251 to be used with the (service in connection to the) requesting software client application 25. The reachability identification manager 450 then executes security procedures to confirm, that the service application is allowed to use the reachability identifier information 251 in question (processing step 1c, represented by reference sign "1c" in Figure 2). Any security algorithm can be used here. According to still a further variant of this embodiment of the invention, it is also possible that another interaction with the software client application 25 is required, either by using the same messaging service or using another protocol, or by using a further protocol, especially specific for this purpose. However, the credentials for the security procedure are especially per service, i.e. they are able to be integrated within the software client application 25 or service application, and the user (or the client computing device 20) does not need to be authenticated at this level. It is up to the service (i.e. the software client application 25 or the combination of the software client application 25 and the application network backend 250) to authenticate, whether the user (or client computing device 20) is allowed to use the service and the underlying messaging is assumed to have its own authentication. After successful authentication (of the reachability identifier information 251 by the reachability identification backend entity 450) the reachability identification manager 21 is notified (processing step 1d, represented by reference sign "1d" in Figure 2), and the reachability identification manager 21 is able to notify the software client application 25 about the successful registration (processing step 1d', represented by reference sign "1d" in Figure 2). Especially, the verification of processing steps 1b and 1d can use the same or a different messaging service to carry the security credentials, or an existing protocol like HTTP or a new protocol utilizing the internet access.

As already mentioned, according to a variant of the present invention, it is preferred that the reachability identifier information 251 is assigned per service, i.e. the reachability identifier information 251 is able to be integrated within the software client application 25 (or service application), and the user (or the client computing device 20) does not need to be authenticated. However, this means that a third party could steal the reachability identifier information 251 and send messages to the software client application 25 (even though it is the reachability identification backend entity 450 that assigns the reachability identifier information 251). Hence, according to another variant of the present invention, the
reachability identifier information 251 is randomized, rendering this attack more difficult. However, according to still further variants of the present invention, a further level of authentication is able to be implemented, e.g. the transmission of the reachability identifier information 251 in an encrypted manner (that only the reachability identification manager 21 and/or the software client application 25 is able to decrypt).

According to still a further variant of the present invention, it is possible to unregister (especially by the software client application 25 with respect to the reachability identification manager 21) a reachability identifier information 251 (that has been previously registered).

According to still a further variant of the present invention, it is possible (for especially the software client application 25) to register several reachability identifiers towards the reachability identification manager 21 at the same time.

In case that more than one reachability identification backend entities exist within the telecommunications network 100 (or are accessible using the telecommunications network 100), the formats or ranges of the instances or pieces of reachability identifier information of the different reachability identification backend entities need to be different (ensuring that one and the same reachability identifier information 251 is not assigned by two different reachability identification backend entities unless such reachability identifier information 251 does really relate to the same service, i.e. to the same kind of software client application 25), i.e. different reachability identification backend entities can co-exist, as long as the reachability identifiers are unique and no two reachability identification backend entities that handle the same reachability identifier to services, unless they really are the same service, i.e. the same service application (or software client application 25) can handle the messages from different backends.

The procedure as represented in Figure 3 assumes that the reachability identification manager 21 knows, or has configured/hard-coded the address of the reachability identification backend entity 450. If there are several reachability identification backend entities 450, the software client application 25 needs to include (in the registration in processing step 1a of Figure 3) the address of the reachability identification backend entity 450 to be used, or some other identification based on which this address can be determined, e.g. by means of obtaining the respective address information from a data base.

The two requirements of (1) the reachability identifier information being unique, and (2) the registration needs to contain an identification of the reachability identification backend entity 450, are able to be combined by standardizing the reachability identifier information 251 in a manner, that it also includes the identity of the reachability identification backend entity 450, for instance the address/number of the reachability identification backend in the underlying messaging service is able to be used.

The reachability identification manager 21 in the client computing device 20 typically handles all incoming communication messages 400, 401. One manner to realize this, is to have only one reachability identification manager 21 per messaging service (i.e. the established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network 100) in the client computing device 20. Having several reachability identification managers 21 within the client computing device 20 would also be possible, but it could be challenging to the operating system, as it would need to implement a serial handling of the incoming communication messages 400, 401, such that these communication messages 400, 401 are offered to the plurality of reachability identification managers 21 one after another. A pragmatic approach could be to standardize the API for the reachability identification manager 21 and to allow only one in the client computing device 20.

The method, system, client computing device and telecommunications network according to the present invention can be implemented based on (or using) any existing messaging service as the established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network 100; however, it is preferred to use the short message service, SMS, which offers, at least currently, by far the best reachability (the reachability identifier information being either part of the content of the specific communication message, or the reachability identifier information being a property of the specific communication message); SMS is specified in 3GPP TS 23.040. Alternatively, IP multimedia subsystem based SMS can be used as the established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network 100 (the reachability identifier information being part of the content of the specific communication message); IMS based SMS being specified in 3GPP TS 24.341. An alternative established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network 100 would be RCS to be used as the underlying messaging service. Furthermore, GSMA PRD RCC.07 could be extended to support the transmission of the reachability identifier information 251. Additionally, any other messaging system that offers an API, could also be used. According to still a further alternative embodiment or variant of the present invention, the reachability identification manager 21 can be built using several messaging services; in this case, a priority would be needed to be defined.

According to numerous variants and embodiments of the present invention, it is preferred that the reachability identifier information 251 used is a textual tag that is included in the message body, e.g. at the beginning of the (content of the) message. This allows the present invention to be implemented on top of any underlying messaging service, without any changes to the underlying messaging service itself. For security reasons, the reachability identifier information 251 is able to be randomized and for allowing several reachability identification backend entities 450, the reachability identifier information 251 could be standardized in a format that includes the address (or an identification) of the reachability identification backend entity 450. The syntax of the reachability identifier information 251 could be as follows,
where the length $X$ and $Y$ has to be adapted or agreed upon or standardized:

reachability identifier information = [ reachability identification backend entity address (X characters)][service information (Y characters)]

Even though the above implementation of the reachability identifier information 251 - included in the message body, e.g. at the beginning of the (content of the) message - seems to be the most beneficial, another possibility would be to extend the underlying messaging service by adding the reachability identifier as a property of the message. However, extending the SMS protocol defined in 3GPP TS 23.040 is possible according to the present invention (however, being a widely supported legacy protocol, difficult to change).

[0055] The method, system, client computing device and telecommunications network according to the present invention is relevant regardless of the device operating system (of the client computing device 20), but the operating system might provide constraints for the implementation: If the operating system offers an API to replace the native messaging inbox, respective to the used messaging service, then the reachability identification manager 21 is able to be implemented as a downloadable application (i.e. a software client application in its own right, but especially different from the (“specific”) software client application being designated by reference sign 25 throughout this specification). This is the case, e.g., for the Android operating system. For an operating system that does not allow this, the handling and detection of the reachability identifier information 251 needs to be integrated as part of the native messaging inbox.

[0056] The invention enables services a new asynchronous way to send messages from the backend (application network backend 250) to the service application (software client application 25) in an easily implementable way. Apart from the reachability identifier information 251, the service defines the content of the (specific) communication messages 401, and, hence, it is especially possible that a specific semantic is created, providing the possibility to control the application (software client application 25) asynchronously in a new manner. The coverage offered according to the present invention is as good as the coverage of the underlying messaging service, e.g. for SMS the coverage is very good. The invention relies on receiving messages (specific communication messages 400), hence, it is typically either not creating costs at all or only comparatively insignificant costs to the user and it is therefore not likely that users would want to block it.

Claims

1. Method for improved communication between a software client application (25) - being loaded to or installed on a client computing device (20) - and an application network backend (250), using a telecommunications network (100), wherein the client computing device (20) receives a plurality of communication messages (400, 401) using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network (100) and wherein the software client application (25) and the client computing device (20) are configured such that specific communication messages (401), being sent by the application network backend (250) to the client computing device (20), are selectively provided to the software client application (25) or selectively handled by the software client application (25), wherein the method comprises the following steps:

   -- in a first step, a reachability identifier information (251) is defined or generated,
   -- in a second step, subsequent to the first step, a specific communication message (401), transmitted by the telecommunications network (100) according to the established or common messaging service and initiated by the application network backend (250), is received by the client computing device (20), the specific communication message (401) comprising the reachability identifier information (251),
   -- in a third step, subsequent to the second step, the reachability identifier information (251) of the specific communication message (401) is detected and the specific communication message (401) selectively provided to the software client application (25) or selectively handled by the software client application (25).

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the client computing device (20) comprises a reachability identification manager (21), wherein the reachability identification manager (21) reads the plurality of communication messages (400, 401) received by the client computing device (20), and furthermore detects the reachability identifier information (251) of the specific communication message (401) and provides the specific communication message (401) selectively to the software client application (25).

3. Method according to claim 2, wherein, prior to the second step, the software client application (25) registers the
reachability identifier information (251) with the reachability identification manager (21).

4. Method according to one of the preceding claims, wherein, besides the software client application (25) on the client computing device (20) and the application network backend (250), the telecommunications network (100) comprises or is able to access a reachability identification backend entity (450), wherein prior to or during the first step, the reachability identifier information (251) is generated or defined by the reachability identification backend entity (450).

5. Method according to claim 4, wherein - prior to the second step and as part of the registration of the reachability identifier information (251) with the reachability identification manager (21) - the validity of the reachability identifier information (251) is verified by the reachability identification manager (21), and - in case of this verification being successfully performed - confirmed to the software client application (25), the verification being especially performed by the reachability identification manager (21) by an exchange of messages with the reachability identification backend entity (450), especially a verification request message towards the reachability identification backend entity (450) and a verification confirmation message from the reachability identification backend entity (450).

6. Method according to one of the preceding claims, wherein the reachability identifier information (251)

   -- identifies the software client application (25) and/or the application network backend (250), or
   -- corresponds to both a backend address, especially referring to the application network backend (250), and information identifying the software client application (25) and/or the application network backend (250), or
   -- corresponds at least to information identifying the client computing device (20) and at least one out of the software client application (25) and the application network backend (250),

wherein the reachability identifier information (251) either comprises the mentioned items in encrypted form or corresponds to the mentioned items in unencrypted form.

7. Method according to one of the preceding claims, wherein

   -- the specific communication message (401) comprises the reachability identifier information (251) as part of its content, and wherein especially the established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network (100) - used to transmit the specific communication message (401) - corresponds to the short message service (SMS) or to the IP multimedia subsystem based SMS, or wherein
   -- the reachability identifier information (251) is a property of the specific communication message (401), especially part of the header or part of an element of the header of the specific communication message (401), wherein especially the established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network (100) - used to transmit the specific communication message (401) - corresponds to the short message service (SMS).

8. Telecommunications network (100) for improved communication between a software client application (25) - being loaded to or installed on a client computing device (20) - and an application network backend (250), using both the telecommunications network (100), wherein the client computing device (20) receives a plurality of communication messages (400, 401) using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network (100) and wherein the software client application (25) and the client computing device (20) are configured such that specific communication messages (401), being sent by the application network backend (250) to the client computing device (20), are selectively provided to the software client application (25) or selectively handled by the software client application (25), wherein the telecommunications network (100) is configured such that:

   -- a reachability identifier information (251) is defined or generated,
   -- a specific communication message (401), transmitted by the telecommunications network (100) according to the established or common messaging service and initiated by the application network backend (250), is received by the client computing device (20), the specific communication message (401) comprising the reachability identifier information (251),
   -- the reachability identifier information (251) of the specific communication message (401) is detected and the specific communication message (401) selectively provided to the software client application (25) or selectively handled by the software client application (25).

9. Client computing device (20) for improved communication between a software client application (25) - being loaded to or installed on the client computing device (20) - and an application network backend (250), using a telecommu-
nations network (100), wherein the client computing device (20) receives a plurality of communication messages (400, 401) using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network (100) and wherein the software client application (25) and the client computing device (20) are configured such that specific communication messages (401), being sent by the application network backend (250) to the client computing device (20), are selectively provided to the software client application (25) or selectively handled by the software client application (25), wherein the client computing device (20) is configured such that:

-- a reachability identifier information (251) is defined or generated,
-- a specific communication message (401), transmitted by the telecommunications network (100) according to the established or common messaging service and initiated by the application network backend (250), is received by the client computing device (20), the specific communication message (401) comprising the reachability identifier information (251),
-- the reachability identifier information (251) of the specific communication message (401) is detected and the specific communication message (401) selectively provided to the software client application (25) or selectively handled by the software client application (25).

10. System for improved communication between a software client application (25) - being loaded to or installed on a client computing device (20) - and an application network backend (250), using a telecommunications network (100), the system comprising the telecommunications network (100), the application network backend (250), and the client computing device (20) with the software client application (25), wherein the client computing device (20) receives a plurality of communication messages (400, 401) using an established or common messaging service within the telecommunications network (100) and wherein the software client application (25) and the client computing device (20) are configured such that specific communication messages (401), being sent by the application network backend (250) to the client computing device (20), are selectively provided to the software client application (25) or selectively handled by the software client application (25), wherein the system is configured such that:

-- a reachability identifier information (251) is defined or generated,
-- a specific communication message (401), transmitted by the telecommunications network (100) according to the established or common messaging service and initiated by the application network backend (250), is received by the client computing device (20), the specific communication message (401) comprising the reachability identifier information (251),
-- the reachability identifier information (251) of the specific communication message (401) is detected and the specific communication message (401) selectively provided to the software client application (25) or selectively handled by the software client application (25).

11. Client computing device (20) according to claim 9 or system according to 10, wherein the client computing device (20) comprises a reachability identification manager (21), wherein the reachability identification manager (21) reads the plurality of communication messages (400, 401) received by the client computing device (20), and furthermore detects the reachability identifier information (251) of the specific communication message (401) and provides the specific communication message (401) selectively to the software client application (25), wherein especially the software client application (25) registers the reachability identifier information (251) with the reachability identification manager (21).

12. Telecommunications network (100) according to claim 8 or system according to 10, wherein, besides the software client application (25) on the client computing device (20) and the application network backend (250), the telecommunications network (100) comprises or is able to access a reachability identification backend entity (450), wherein the reachability identifier information (251) is generated or defined by the reachability identification backend entity (450).

13. Program comprising a computer readable program code which, when executed on a computer or on a client computing device (20) or on a network node of a telecommunications network (100) or on a reachability identification backend entity (450), or in part on the client computing device (20) and/or in part on the network node of the telecommunications network (100) and/or in part on the reachability identification backend entity (450), causes the computer or the client computing device (20) or the network node of the telecommunications network (100) or the reachability identification backend entity (450) to perform a method according to one of claims 1 to 7.
14. Computer-readable medium comprising instructions which when executed on a computer or on a client computing device (20) or on a network node of a telecommunications network (100) or on a reachability identification backend entity (450), or in part on the client computing device (20) and/or in part on the network node of the telecommunications network (100) and/or in part on the reachability identification backend entity (450), causes the computer or the client computing device (20) or the network node of the telecommunications network (100) or the reachability identification backend entity (450) to perform a method according to one of claims 1 to 7.
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